Ofw chinese new year things to remember

During the period of the chinese new year the employer is very busy. If you could extend your assistant to do the work voluntarily it will be very much appreciated by the employer. Likewise, a red envelope will be given to you while helping by doing any kind of work.

To avoid great mistake that may happen, you should not decide any thing by yourself.

(1) Cleaning the house
General cleaning of the house is the task to be done before the chinese new year although the cleaning works is much to be done, it should not be done haphazardly. Before the general cleaning start, ask first the employer how to do. Location inside the house like the altar of the saint, deceased person, valuable art works or pictures, or antiques, books inside the display cabinet should be extra careful while cleaning.

(2) Preparing of the new years food
Preparing the foods of the new year, is a knowledge to be learn. Its not like as a common preparation as simple as that. You may also show the special skill of preparing specialties from other country, Or you may refer to the menus provided by the agency for the new year foods. It will also enrich and more plentiful for the new year foods of your employer. Believed it, you will be appreciated by your employer.

If you did not undergo the specialization training, its better to be your employer to do it personally, you may only assist to clean, chop, seperation work, so as to avoid after cooking the taste will not be accepted by the whole family remember, you should be at the side to help, because your employer is very busy.

(3) Wui lo(eating together)
During the new year eve employer family will be sitting around to eat together. Employer will also ask you to join for the occasion, while eating with the employer family, observed courtenousess. If its your habit to eat alone you may tell to your employer, so as not to distract the happy atmosphere of the entire family.

(4)Worship
There are so many regulations for the celebration of chinese new year. except to worship the ancestor, there are some other tradition for the celebration of the chinese new year, person like you that come from different culture don’t commit mistake, to be consider as a member of the family, you must always ask to your employer every regulations. The custom and culture for the chinese new year, especially for the worship of the saint and ancestor should be ask clearly in order to avoid the celebration of chinese new year very unpleasant,

(5)Pay a new year call
When friend come to the house to pay a new year call, or to go to friends house to pay a new year call, you should be courteous for the greeting, follow greeting of the employer like saying happy new year wish you good luck etc….remember not to ask for the red envelope. This may led to other people feel very uncomfortable.

During the chinese new year every employer will be very busy, hope you can help your employer for any assistant you can do with out any complaint, lastly is to remind you if you have any problem, inform the teacher, wish you a prosperous and happy new year.